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May, they say, is the loveliest month of the year everywhere and, so far as international
investment markets are concerned it has opened with all the promise of the Northern spring.
While there is no reason to think that the concerns about global debt, rising inflation and the
Covid pandemic have in any way retreated, markets were clearly sanguine until this week but,
current jitters aside, there is a general expectation for them to continue rising for the
foreseeable future as central bank stimulus continues to push them upward.
For now, the fate of global markets continues to be dictated by Wall Street and, as my first graph clearly
indicates, ShareFinder’s projection of the S&P500 Index suggests that, though Wall Street is likely to be
a little softer for the rest of this month, the probability is that the index will continue rising steadily
through the months ahead.

The tech-heavy Nasdaq wobbled recently on fears that the proposed Biden administration tax increases
would cause severe selling pressure from investors seeking to lock in the gains of the past few
years before CGT taxation can decimate them, but already Biden has indicated he is prepared to
negotiate and the Nasdaq has returned to normal with ShareFinder projecting continued growth for the
foreseeable future:

Sadly, however, the JSE has clearly been through a decisive double top formation which, in the
absence of anything that could inspire fresh confidence in the SA economy, signals that the recent
recovery is over and so ShareFinder is quite correctly predicting a downward trend from here on in:

There thus seems no reason for immediate concern in marketplaces as a whole. However, as I
constantly keep on reminding readers, the Shiller inflation-adjusted price earnings ratio of New York’s
Standard and Poors Index continues to creep upwards towards unexplored territory. In last month’s
issue the Shiller graph I published had peaked at 37.09 and is now at 37.84 which is nearly a
percentage point closer to the all time peak of 44.19 reached just ahead of the bursting of the Dot Com
bubble back in December 1999...that’s more than double its “ Fair Value” long-term mean of 16.82.
In simple terms, what this means is that shares are now excessively expensive. Were a major crash to
now follow, it could in other words mean that shares would be unlikely to return to their present highs
within many of our lifetimes. If you doubt this assertion, study the Shiller graph below and note that
previous major market peaks only occurred at approximately 30-year intervals.

Meanwhile, nobody is trying to put a precise date upon the probable onset of the coming global
monetary catastrophe that most economists have labeled “The Great Reset” - when global debt
inevitably unravels because of the inability of borrowers to any longer service their ever-increasing
interest payments. It must surely be obvious to everyone, however, that the status quo cannot possibly
last another 30 years. Many doubt that it can last as many as three. So what I have been warning about
in recent years is that any major share market crash in the immediate future is likely to have
catastrophic and irreversible consequences for the investment portfolios of ordinary folk.
I have accordingly been recommending a thorough examination of investment portfolios in order to
scour out any holdings which would be unlikely to survive a significant negative market event. In short, I
believe it is imperative that one create a reasonable cash holding within every investment portfolio.
What is reasonable? In my definition it is sufficient cash to provide for your living expenses for around
three years. The purpose of such a buffer would be to enable you to, at the simplest level, sit back and
watch subsequent market gyrations without being forced to intervene because of your personal needs.
Furthermore, it would allow you to start buying again once you were satisfied that the market had
bottomed. And here I should stress that no bear market has to date ever lasted forever. Consider Wall
Street’s 121 years of history in the following Dow Jones graph during which the world has progressed
through many great challenges...but has always recovered in time:

All of which takes me to the present, in which the inevitable consequence of excessive monetary
stimulation is beginning to cause the global economy to expand at its fastest rate in over 11 years with
the US Composite up at a record 63.5 , the UK at 60.7 and Australia up 58.9 while the Chinese and
Eurozone are both up above 50 with the result, as Investec noted this week, “….indicating that monthly
global economic growth in April was strong and accelerating.
Chinese imports were up 43.1% year-on-year vs the consensus forecast of +42.5%. Exports were up
32.3% vs the consensus of 24.1%, pointing to faster than expected growth in global ex-China demand.
Commodity prices continue to rally in the face of improving global demand and continuing supply
discipline from producers. Copper is trading at a record high and the Bloomberg aggregate spot
commodity index is less than 3% off a record high. Meanwhile, in South Africa The Standard Bank/
Markit SA PMI came out at
53.7 for April, well above the
consensus forecast of 50.5
putting it at a nine-year high.
All in all we are looking at an
absolute repeat of what
happened a century ago
when the great Asian Flu
epidemic ended ushering in
the “Roaring 20s” which saw
the greatest expansion of
Wall Street share prices of all
time and, of course ended in
the 1929 Black Friday market
crash
and
the
“Great
Depression. None of which is
surprising when you consider
the graph on the right which
illustrates how cheap money
has become because of
central bank printing:
In conclusion, it is fair to expect further share market gains in the medium turn. But we are clearly in the
final phase of a bull market which must top out sooner rather than later. I have accordingly been
cashing in the Prospects Risk portfolios and have diverted the cash proceeds to the conventional Blue
Chip portfolios which are based upon companies that have delivered consistent dividend growth over at
least the past decade.
Since I last wrote, in the Nasdaq portfolio I said I would sell Idexx at more than $552 and I got $560,
Lululemon at $323 and I got $342.35. I hoped to sell Aon at $83, but it became clear that I was
optimistic and I grabbed $70.32 when it came up. After paying back the original loan of $1-million I was
left with cash of $995 418.30 which I have injected into the New York Blue Chip portfolio in order to
build up its cash reserves.
In the London Risk Portfolio I said I would sell the Ashtead Group at £45 (I got £49.418), Antofagasta
at £19 (I got 19.72), Halma at £25 (I got £25.66), LSE at £88 (I got £93.58), Renishaw at £63 (I got
£66.2), Rentokil at £5.60 (I got £5.27) and Spirax at £133 (I got £123.20). I sold Fujitso at £5.93 and
Intermediate Capital at £21.96. Thus I was able to repay the original £1-million loan and have
£448 009.50 in hand to boost the reserves of the London Blue Chip portfolio
In the Australian Risk Portfolio I sold Evolution at $4.86, Mineral Resources at 46.8, Northen Star at
$11.60, Pro Medicus at $48.1, Seven Group at $23.72 and Xero at $148. After repaying the original
$1-million loan I was left with cash of $682 926.71 to inject into the Australian Blue Chip portfolio to
boost its cash reserve..

The Prospects South African Blue Chip Portfolio

As the graph illustrates, the SA portfolio has been growing at compound 16.2 percent
compound since its inception in January 2011 and was this week worth R4 619 009.50. More
to the point, it has been gaining at compound 86.4 percent for the past year as denoted by the
green trend line.

As the green numbers in the % Gain column
indicate, every share in the portfolio is well
ahead of its purchase price and, note the %
Portfolio column, I have created sufficient
cash to be able to claim I am well advanced
towards my goal of achieving 20 percent cash
before the end of this year.
ShareFinder senses further short-term losses
for Naspers and Prosus until the end of July
during the present concern surrounding the
Chinese government’s actions to curb its IT
giants. Noting ShareFinder’s projection graph
on the right, some might accordingly consider
it opportune to reduce one’s exposure to
these two but I am not yet going to take any
short-term action myself.

Prospects London Blue Chip Portfolio

The cash injection from the profits of the London Risk Portfolio has taken the Blue Chip
portfolio to an almost too healthy cash holding of 46.6 percent.

There are not, however, too many buying
options in a market that is approaching its
peak. Prudence suggests that investors
should accordingly hang onto cash in this
market in order to see if ShareFinder’s
projection proves correct.
Meanwhile, of all the potential future
inclusions I have looked at for this portfolio,
most suggest a negative medium-term outlook. The best looks like the Sagentia Group
which Sharefinder projects is likely to
continue rising at better than 50 percent
compound for the foreseeable future — note
the graph on the right.
I will, however, stick with prudence and not
recommend any buys in London.

NYSE Prospects Portfolio
ShareFinder is taking a grim view of the future outlook for the Prospects New York Blue Chip Portfolio
sensing an almost immediate beginning of a steep decline lasting into the New Year.

This is significantly different from Sharefinder’s projection for the Standard and Poors 500 Index which
represents the broad New York market. Note my next graph:

Accordingly, though the cash injection from the closed out Nasdaq Risk Portfolio has left the New York
Blue Chip Portfolio deeply in cash at 53.6 percent. I cannot ignore ShareFinder’s immediate outlook for
this portfolio and so I will also not indulge in any buying here.
Accordingly, the current portfolio now looks like this:

Australian Blue Chip Portfolio
As I predicted last month, the Australian market looked like continuing to make strong gains
until mid-May. However, as graphed below, the end now appears to be in sight and a strong
cash position thanks to previous disposals and the addition of cash from the Australian Risk
Portfolio, we are now in a strong position to sit out the coming weakness.

However, weighing the outlook for the
remaining shares in the portfolio, Dicker
Data (graphed on the right) has been
taking strain lately and ShareFinder
projects that things are unlikely to
improve in the medium term. I have
accordingly taken the decision to dispose
of it at this week’s $9.50.
Net result is the portfolio is now two thirds
in cash, leaving us in a good position to
ride out what might be coming.

On this and the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should
form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in
your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which
head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment
grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers
significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very
high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk:
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